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World Children’s Day is an annual global moment ‘for children, by children.’   

It’s a day of action - to advocate, raise funds and awareness on the most pressing issues facing children. 

In 2018, the world will come together on World Children’s Day to help build a world where every child is in school, safe from harm 
and can fulfil their potential.  

Why?    

November 20th is the UN’s Universal Children’s Day, the day when the most widely ratified human rights treaty in history, the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, was adopted. November 20th is a day to celebrate the progress made for children, hold 
leaders to account on promises made to children and address the work that still needs to be done.   

Objectives:

Raise awareness of the rights and needs of children around the world

Increase the number of individuals, corporates and governments taking action in support of children, especially the    
most vulnerable and disadvantaged

Elevate the voices of children and young people as active participants in decision making

Overview & Objectives
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WORLD CHILDREN ’S DAY



GO BLUE FOR EVERY CHILD

Messaging for the campaign centers 
around child rights and building a 
world where every child is in school, 
safe from harm and can fulfil their 
potential. 

Some global messaging will focus on 
access to quality education, the issue 
children identified as most pressing 
in their lives. Offices and partners 
can adapt messaging and highlight a 
thematic issue and CTA that is most 
relevant in their market, especially 
during end-of-year efforts. 

The Big Idea

The overarching call to action for this 
year’s campaign is ‘Go Blue for every 
child.’ This activation toolkit will 
outline fun, simple and creative ways 
to incorporate the Go Blue concept 
into all World Children’s Day 
activities, for a consistent look and 
feel to the campaign globally. 

We want people to Go Blue in fun 
and creative ways online and offline. 
There are 4 ways to Go Blue on 
World Children’s Day:
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Blue Visual Petition 

National Youth 
Ambassador/Advocate 
Announcements

Blue Fundraising and 
Donor Engagement 

Blue Kid’s Takeovers2
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GO BLUE FOR EVERY CHILD

Hero CTA Video

The hero CTA video is under production and will be shared when ready in mid-October. 

In the meantime, please use the 2018 World Children’s Day pitch video (available at the end of August) as a 
tool as well as the 2017 summary video. All video assets can be found in the World Children’s Day Videos 
folder in WeShare. 

Hero CTA Video Concept: 

The hero CTA video is a comedy sketch where kids are working on “Operation Blue” – a mission to turn the 
world blue. The video shows kids working to change everything from the internet, to iconic monuments, to 
sports uniforms blue. The final challenge is getting influencers to change their names to something blue. But 
it is unclear why these kids are so focused on going blue. The big reveal finally comes at the end when we 
find out everyone is going blue for World Children’s Day to help build a world where every child is in school, 
safe from harm and can fulfil their potential. The video points to the Global CTA: Go Blue and join the World 
Children’s Day visual petition. 

Regional Offices, Country Offices and National Committees are encouraged to make their own versions of 
the hero video with national and regional references and influencers, or share the global version. The 
footage will be broadcast quality that you can edit as per national and local television, digital or other 
opportunities in advance of World Children’s Day. 
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https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFV77889


WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY

Timeline 
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World Children’s Day blue activations around the world, including the 
announcement of a new Goodwill Ambassador 

Activations around World Children’s Day begin in line with the launch 
of the Young People’s Agenda in New York City 24 SEPT

20 NOV

Launch of EVAC “Safe to Learn” campaign 6 SEPT

Launch of World Children’s Day  hero CTA video to promote World 
Children’s Day and rally audiences, particularly children and youth, to 
get involved and Go Blue and join the visual petition 

LATE OCT

DECEMBER
Follow-up, individual fundraising tests using World Children’s Day 
leads and M&E and reporting 

MAY 
200,000 children and young people identify access to quality 
education as the most pressing issue facing children via a U-Report 
poll

World’s Largest Lesson ‘Safe to Learn’ Activity Pack to end violence in 
and around schools is published JUNE

20 NOV 2019
Handover of visual petition at the 30th Anniversary of the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child 

30 OCT
Innocenti Report Card #15: Unfair Start: Inequity in Children’s 
Education in Rich Economies 

http://cdn.worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/2018/05/EVAC-English-.pdf


The overarching creative idea for World Children’s Day this year is Go Blue. 

It is an easy, fun and creative way to show support for children and an opportunity for people everywhere to 
connect with children in their lives. 

The concept revolves around people in the streets, on social media and in boardrooms and football pitches across 
the world committing to Go Blue with and for children in a way that amplifies children’s voices.

It’s a day for children, by children where the world’s youngest citizens are uniting together to call on governments to 
invest in the future of their nations by giving every child access to quality education in a safe environment. 

People can support this by signing the blue visual petition asking for leaders recommitments to child rights in the 
lead up to the 30th Anniversary of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (November 2019). This will be the 
primary focus of global efforts. 

Blue Kid’s Takeovers will continue to happen around the world – heads of state, CEOs, football pitches and social 
media profiles will be taken over by children, giving them a platform to voice their biggest concerns. 

Youth Ambassadors and Advocates will be announced on the day, as well as a new Goodwill Ambassador. Offices 
around the world are encouraged to engage with influential youth on and around the day as part of wider youth 
engagement plans and the Young People’s Agenda. 

We will offer people an easy and inexpensive way to contribute to UNICEF’s work by encouraging them to buy a 
Blue Inspired Gift in the name of a child in their life, that will help a real child and indicate symbolic support for 
every child. Additionally, our Face to Face crew will be extra blue on the streets recruiting pledge donors in the days 
leading up to World Children’s Day, and offering people they meet a way to Go Blue too. 

There are so many ways to Go Blue - supporters can change their name to something blue for a day, let kids take 
over their social media picture to turn it blue, cook a blue meal for their friends or wear matching blue clothes on 
World Children’s Day. 

Use the hashtags #GoBlue for every child and #WorldChildrensDay so we can amplify all the exciting activity. 

Global CTA: Go Blue for every child

HOW TO ACTIVATE

Go Blue for every child
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When we ask people to ‘Go Blue,’ we are asking them to …

Celebrate children
Support their rights
Amplify their voices



HOW TO ACTIVATE

1. Blue Visual Petition 

The visual petition calls for people to join us and Go Blue to build a world where every child is in school, safe from 
harm and can fulfil their potential. 

Our petition will be active for one year and the visual signatures will be handed over to world leaders on November 
20 2019 at the 30th Anniversary of the Convention on the Rights of the child - calling for recommitments and new, 
stronger commitments to child rights. 

The petition can be leveraged and used as an advocacy tool by countries and regions at important advocacy 
moments throughout 2019, and where appropriate can be integrated as an opt-in on World Children’s Day and 
beyond for fundraising and inspired gift transactions, as well as parties on the day etc. 

The petition is a tool to contribute to UNICEF’s organizational goal of reaching 100 million supporters by 2021. 
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How The Petition Will Work

The global petition will be featured on the World Children’s Day website (in the five global languages). Individuals 
will see the petition language and sign their support. They will be prompted to take a blue action and share it on 
their social media. The social share will also provide supporters with social credit for going blue and in turn promote 
the petition within their networks. The website will gather and feature blue images using #GoBlue and 
#WorldChildrensDay. 

The petition will be editable so that countries can translate, customize and embed on their own pages. 

The petition will collect supporter data which will be then be shared with countries to take supporters on national 
supporter engagement  journeys (or global if countries opt out). 

More information will be shared on the user journey by end-September. 



HOW TO ACTIVATE

1. Blue Visual Petition

Join us on World Children’s Day and Go Blue to build a world where every child is in school, 
safe from harm and can fulfil their potential.  

No matter where a child is born, they share the same hopes and dreams for a bright future.

But not every child’s rights are being fulfilled. 

Every child deserves the right to a quality education, the right to feel safe in all environments and the right to a 
fair chance in life. 

Sadly – 263 million children are still out of school, 1 billion experience some form of violence and 385 million are 
living in extreme poverty. 

Show world leaders that you want every child to enjoy their rights, and that these rights, as outlined in the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child - are non-negotiable. 

Go Blue and join our visual petition to show your support for children’s rights. 

Your visual signatures will be handed over to world leaders on 20 November 2019 at the 30th Anniversary of the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child– calling for recommitments and new, stronger commitments to child rights. 
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Last year on 20 November, kids around the world took over high-visibility roles in politics, business, sports, media 
and entertainment. Given the success of the takeovers, we encourage offices, corporates and partners to build on 
takeover achievements from last year and explore further opportunities for this year. World Children’s Day is a 
chance to follow up with stakeholders and political figures from last year, and hold them to account on last year’s 
conversations with children and youth. 

Make sure to incorporate ‘Go Blue’ into any takeover plans, to ensure consistency with global efforts. This can be 
done:  

• Through clothing (t-shirts, hats, bandanas, etc.) for both the children taking over and those being taken over

• By turning the set/backdrop/background blue

• By turning logos, emblems, etc. blue for the occasion

• Through face paint, stickers, stamps, etc. 

• With a blue children’s march 

• As creatively as you want – better yet, let the kids decide!

• By encouraging anyone watching/listening/reading to join the movement and Go Blue!

Be inspired by all the incredible kid’s takeovers from last year.

Read our World Children’s Day Child Safeguarding guidance here. 

2. Blue Kid’s Takeovers
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https://vimeo.com/248083330
https://weshare.unicef.org/archive/WCD-Child-Safeguarding-2AMZIFV738M9.html


We are encouraging Country Offices and National Committees to consider announcing new National Youth 
Ambassadors on or around World Children’s Day. These should be high-profile, under 24s who have shown genuine 
interest in and dedication to UNICEF’s work for children. 

If you don’t have someone who fits this criteria, consider appointing a Youth Advocate in your country or using 
World Children’s Day as an entry point for prospective Youth Ambassadors or youth influencers in your market. 

Read the National Youth Ambassador Guidelines here (available at the end of August). 

At the global level, we will be announcing a new young Goodwill Ambassador. They will participate in activities 
leading up to and on World Children’s Day for UNICEF with their ambassadorial announcement on the 20th of 
November. 

3. Youth Ambassador/Advocate Announcements

Some ideas to consider for World Children’s Day to engage a new National Youth Ambassador: 

• A trip to the field to see our work for children to establish them as a credible spokesperson to media or live in 
the field on the day

• A takeover activity planned in your market for the day

• Involve them in a Go Blue video (see page 4)

• Traditional media interviews as part of your ambassador announcement 

• Meeting children and youth who participated in takeover activities last year as a follow-up

• Follow-up advocacy meetings with any political figures that were involved in last year’s activities to discuss 
progress made based on last year’s discussions with children and youth 

• Host an #ENDviolence Youth Talk (see toolkit here). 
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https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFV73737
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/868bc193d9fcfe837d3fb7bc3/files/e1b45a5c-eb39-4161-b08b-85d4d29ffe84/ENDViolence_Youth_Talks_Toolkit_2018_ENG_Final.pdf


4. Blue Fundraising 
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Face to Face Fundraising

Fundraisers around the world will be provided with access to blue supplies for body and street art to help them engage potential 
supporters. 

With every conversation, supporters will be encouraged to: 

• Name a child in their life that they will #GoBlue for 

• Pledge monthly gifts to children and/or sign the petition in support of children’s rights

• Get a blue tattoo/hand/finger to share with a child and remind you to connect with that child today (whether successful sign 
up as donor or not)

The days leading up to World Children’s Day will be the crescendo of UNICEF’s 2nd ever (internal) F2F competition to recruit the 
highest number of qualified pledge donors in the weeks leading up to WCD. Street theater/flash mobs etc. will also be encouraged
during the week. F2F teams upload photos to social media with #WorldChildrensDay and #GoBlue. 

PFP Contacts: Danny McDonnell and Joanna Souza

Blue-spired Gifts

On World Children’s Day, for offices with inspired gift programs, you can promote #GoBlue gifts to potential supporters by asking 
them to buy an inspired gift for a child in need in the name of a child in their own life. These low-barrier donors can be tested as 
‘warm leads’ for telemarketing or email follow up after WCD as part of the end of year campaign. Inspired gifts are also a great way 
to engage corporate partners for matched or employee giving programmes.
d

Suggested items

• A Blue-packed Backpack ($20) UNICEF backpacks make going to school even better. This bundle includes notebooks and 
pencils, as well as a football or skipping rope to ensure play can enrich their day. Send a child to school with a backpack packed 
with potential. 

• A Blue Backpack ($3.50) UNICEF backpacks have room for every child’s little treasure makes going to school even better. 
This backpack includes a nametag to give a child the pride of ownership. Send a child to school proud to be blue.

• A Blue Teacher’s Kit ($40-50) Open books help open minds. In countries where school supplies are scarce, students 
can sometimes be found huddled around a single tattered text book. Your gift of a bundle of textbooks, pencils, slates and 
notebooks can help a teacher give students who can’t afford materials a good education.

Every Inspired Gift purchase brings us all one step closer to the goal of every child in school, every child safe from harm, every child 
fulfilling their potential. 

Further Fundraising Guidance can be found here (available soon). 
d

PFP Contact: Joanna Souza

https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFV73737


Individuals #GoBlue Online & Offline

Individuals

World Children’s Day is an excellent opportunity to reach out to existing supporters, and engage with new ones. 
Here are a few ways individuals can participate and engage with the #GoBlue call to action: 

Wear blue clothing and/or accessories (e.g. t-shirt, tie, shoelaces, socks, hat, hijab, the possibilities are endless!)
Wear blue makeup, blue nail polish or temporarily dye your hair blue
Cook something blue! Blueberry pancakes, blue cheese, etc. and share it with friends or colleagues 
Paint a picture, make a sculpture, knit a scarf, play with chalk – anything as long as it’s blue!
Change your name to something blue 
Buy blue-spired gifts in honor of a child in your life (great for retention and engagement of existing supporters or as 
a wat to reinvigorate relationships with legacy handraisers) 
Use blue face or body paint, or let the kids in your life paint you
Name a child you’re going blue for and share why on social media using #GoBlue and #WorldChildrensDay
Host a World Children’s Day party in honor of the kids in your life and have a theme like ‘dress like a kid’ (another 
great option for retention colleagues) 
Let the kids in your life takeover your social media and turn it blue 

Countries are encouraged to brainstorm additional Go Blue ideas that are culturally relevant to their market.

Post a photo with #GoBlue to show support and join the visual petition! 
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Corporates & Businesses

Corporates and Businesses #GoBlue 

Blue Kid’s Takeovers of Corporates and Businesses

Brand names change to ‘blue’ (e.g. FCBluecelona)
Website and social media/media/marketing owned platforms turn blue (e.g. newsletters, e-mail 
to employees) 
Logo turns blue for a day
Landmarks or buildings light up blue
Staff wears blue
Company produces a special blue product to celebrate World Children’s Day
Retail locations group blue items together into a display

Kid’s takeover the office and turn it blue
Kids takeover as CEO or managers
Kids participate in board meeting and ask questions and share their views
Kids takeover iconic role (e.g. pilot for airline industry, referee for sports…)
Kids takeover high street shop, offices, customer facing role
Kids takeover company’s social media pages
Employee’s kids events and challenges – race, flash mob, shows, raffles – just make sure it’s blue! 

World Children’s Day is a great chance to provide offline and online platforms to makes children’s voices heard in 
the business world. It’s also an opportunity for the company and employees to take action for children in a 
participatory way (offline activities) and to proudly share it (online channels). Finally, this is a way to commit to 
advance children’s rights through making a donation (employee fundraising) or reaching out to their broader 
network (customer fundraising). 
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PFP Contact: Helene Longuet 



Corporates & Businesses

Engage Internal and External Networks 

Engaging Employees
CEO/company match employee gifts
Crowdfund and buy inspired gifts (TBC)
Give an hour of your salary 
Wear blue, get a tattoo/stamp
Staff wears badges with picture of them as kids  

Reaching out to Customers and Fans
In-store animation (broadcast of WCD videos, point of sale display, blue branded premises and assets
Promote a blue widget, a flower, a blue product, an item for a child in your life (proceeds to UNICEF)
Encourage customers to sign the petition
Inform customers about the event (before or after) via social media, newsletter etc.
Discounts/specials for customers/fans wearing blue
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PFP Contact: Helene Longuet 



Partners

Partners #GoBlue

Partners can include charities, civil society, community groups, faith groups and more. 

Turn your space, your website, your social media blue

Partners can go blue in their usual day to day activities (e.g. products, community events, content, 
social media posts. etc.)

Share our hero video – or recreate your own 

Change your name to something blue or organize a blue event 

Get creative and show us how you #GoBlue to support child rights!
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Influencers & Ambassadors

Influencers & Ambassadors #GoBlue

Influencers can show their blue within their “genre” of content (e.g., fashion bloggers wear blue, chefs make 
blue food, etc.).

Countries can also partner with local celebrities and ambassadors to “cover” their content on World Children’s 
Day with an opaque blue circle (reminiscent of the logo) to make them impossible to actually view. Each 
celebrity should have a call to action with their video asking fans to sign the petition and #GoBlue and that if 
enough of them do the post will be “unlocked.” 

You can also engage influencers and ambassadors to film a national or regional version of the global hero video 
(see page 4). 
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Schools 

Schools #GoBlue

Students can wear blue to school – take a class photo or video and join the visual petition 
Students can takeover the school and hold a blue themed assembly
Students create a blue bulletin board about the Convention on the Rights of the Child
Create a “dream drop” where students write what rights are most important to them 
Purchase stickers, temporary tattoos, face paint, etc. for students to wear their support proudly
Organize a Youth Talk – a chance for kids to express their concerns around safety in schools 
World’s Largest Lesson School Activity Packs – Safe to Learn and World Children’s Day lesson plans

Share your activations with #GoBlue, #WorldChildrensDay and #WorldsLargestLesson!

Safe to Learn Activity Pack
(click below)

World Children’s Day Lesson Plan
(click below) 
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http://cdn.worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/2018/05/EVAC-English-.pdf
http://cdn.worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/2018/06/World-Childrens-Day-Final-ENG.pdf


There will be two primary hashtags for the day: #WorldChildrensDay and #GoBlue (in official UNICEF languages). 
We would encourage you to use these hashtags in all social media messages so we are able to create as much of a 
global social media impact on the day. The language around children’s takeovers and a day of action for children, by 
children, is also strongly encouraged, but it is not necessary to have in hashtag form. We also encourage the use of 
#ForEveryChild and ‘Go Blue for every child’ where appropriate.  

Feel free to localize hashtags to make more relevant in your context. 

Social Media/Digital pack, as well as the Media pack including key messages will be available here in mid-October. 

Social Media Hashtags 
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English: #WorldChildrensDay
Arabic: للطفل_العالمي_اليوم #
French: #JournéeMondialedelEnfance
Russian : #ДеньДетей
Spanish : # DíaMundialdelNiño
Chinese : #世界儿童日#

English : #GoBlue
Arabic :  coming soon
French : coming soon
Russian : coming soon
Spanish : coming soon
Chinese : coming soon

WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY

https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFV77665


‘Westfalia’ is a hand-drawn script font that is used in the 
logo and can also be used for headlines in World 

Children’s Day communications. Download the font here. 

Note: refer to the main brand guidelines for guidance on 
body copy and supporting fonts. 

Look & Feel

Please use the official UNICEF blue colour in all 
materials. 

The World Children’s Day logo lock-up remains the same. Feel 
free to adapt into local languages. Download logo here. Whilst 
this lock-up should appear on all of your communications, you 

can make sensible decisions about its size and placement. 

Various animations of the logo are available with different 
sound effects here. We encourage using the blue ball icon from 

the logo in creative ways. 
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WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY

A suite of emoji and spray paint and brush 
effects are available here.

https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFVYP7LZ
https://unicef.sharepoint.com/sites/portals/DOC/Documents/UNICEF_Brand_Book_Version2.0_Dec18.pdf
https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFV71B84
https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFV71D9B
https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFV711II


How we look and how we talk

The colour blue will be the unifying identifier for World Children’s Day. It’s a simple, visual way 
to connect all the amazing actions for children, by children happening across the globe.

The tone of the day is light-hearted, fun and celebratory for children and their role as active 
citizens in a shared global community. It is a fun day with a serious message. It is also the ideal 
occasion to focus on Article 12 of the CRC that guarantees to all children and young people the 

right to freely express their views on all matters affecting them. 
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WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY

Look & Feel



We’d greatly appreciate countries help with M&E, to ensure we capture all the activities and successes of the day. 
Please keep track of the following (as related to World Children’s Day) for reporting at the end of November: 

• The number of political commitments made

• The number of new policies/laws/regulations/strategies adopted by governments

• The number of countries implementing advocacy plans

• The number of new partnerships as a result of the campaign 

• The number of existing partners participating in the campaign

• The number of private sector partners fundraising 

Be sure to share your World Children’s Day plans here so that they can be amplified at the global level and to help 
inspire other offices. 

All World Children’s Day resources and assets are available on our WeShare page – including a presentation deck, a 
one-pager, creative assets, webinar recordings and more. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact the World Children’s Day team:

David Ohana, Campaign Co-Lead DOC

Owen Watkins, Campaign Co-Lead PFP

Louise O’Shea, Head of Special Projects, DOC

Matti Navellou, Strategy and Partnerships, DOC

Joanna Souza, Fundraising, PFP

Kasia Krol, Campaign Coordinator, DOC

Edita Nsubuga, Country Office Focal Point, DOC

Giovanni  Zambello, National Committee Focal Point, PFP

Or e-mail: wcd@unicef.org
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Additional Resources

WORLD CHILDREN’S DAY

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1o0w6CUEFACZDBsVEIdBBrp36dcCCPdOVA0zEx_OpiP4/edit?usp=sharing
https://weshare.unicef.org/Folder/2AMZIFVY4F7L
mailto:wcd@unicef.org



